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	Gain the practical knowledge you need to plan, design, deploy, and manage mixed cloud and on-premises IT management systems. Drawing on his experience as senior principal software architect at CA Technologies, Marvin Waschke lays out the nuts and bolts of the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL)â€•the 5-volume bible of standard IT service management practices that is the single most important tool for aligning IT services with business needs.


	Many enterprise IT management applications, and the ways they are integrated, come directly from ITIL service management requirements. Types of integration include integrated reporting and dashboards, event-driven integration, device integration, and application data integration. Enterprise integration depends critically on high performance, scalability, and flexibility. Failure to integrate applications to service management requirements results in such wryly anticipated spectacles as the annual crash of the websites of Super Bowl advertisers such as Coca-Cola and Acura.


	Waschke weighs in on the debate between those who advocate integrating "best-of-breed" applications and those who favor a pre-integrated set of applications from a single vendor. He also rates the strengths and weaknesses of the major architectural patternsâ€•central relational databases, service-oriented architecture (SOA), and enterprise data busesâ€•for IT integration of service management applications. He examines the modifications to traditional service management that are required by virtualized systems of datacenter management and application design.


	Clouds present special problems for integration. How Clouds Hold IT Together details solutions for integration problems in private, community, and public cloudsâ€•especially problems with multi-tenant SaaS applications. Most enterprises are migrating to the cloud gradually rather than at one go. The transitional phase of mixed cloud and on-premises applications presents thorny problems for IT management. Waschke shows the reader how to normalize the performance and capacity measurements of concurrent traditional and cloud resources.
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Crypto Anarchy, Cyberstates, and Pirate UtopiasMIT Press, 2001
In Crypto Anarchy, Cyberstates, and Pirate Utopias, Peter Ludlow extends the approach he used so successfully in High Noon on the Electronic Frontier, offering a collection of writings that reflects the eclectic nature of the online world, as well as its tremendous energy and creativity. This time the subject is the emergence...
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Java Image Processing Recipes: With OpenCV and JVMApress, 2018

	
		Quickly obtain solutions to common Java image processing problems, learn best practices, and understand everything OpenCV has to offer for image processing. You will work with a JVM image wrapper to make it very easy to run image transformation through pipelines and obtain instant visual feedback. This book makes heavy use of the...
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Mastering AutoCAD MEP 2010Autodesk Press, 2009


	Within the pages of this book you will find a comprehensive introduction to the

	methods, philosophy, and procedures of the AutoCAD MEP software. AutoCAD

	MEP is an advanced and powerful engineering design and documentation software

	package covering the disciplines of HVAC, Plumbing, Piping and Electrical design.

	By following the...
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The Massachusetts General Hospital Guide to Depression: New Treatment Insights and Options (Current Clinical Psychiatry)Springer, 2018

	
		Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is one of the most prevalent psychiatric disorders, with a lifetime prevalence rate of roughly 20%. MDD is a leading cause of disability and premature death worldwide, leads to greater impairment in work functioning than other chronic medical conditions, and has an estimated annual cost of $210 billion...
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Designing Distributed Learning Environments with Intelligent Software AgentsInformation Science Publishing, 2005
This book benefits the AI (artificial intelligence) and educational communities in their research and development, offering new and interesting research issues surrounding the development of distributed learning environments in the Semantic Web age.

With the rapid development of computer network and information technologies, especially...
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A History of Medicine, Second EditionCRC Press, 2005

	Stressing major themes in the history of medicine, this Second Edition stimulates further exploration of the events, methodologies, and theories that shaped medical practices in decades past and in modern clinical practice-highlighting the practices of civilizations around the world, as well as the research of pioneering scientists and...
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